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DISCLAIMER
Bruno Inu including but not limited to the overall
project, the token, website, smart contracts and any
apps (“BRUNO INU”) as presented in this conceptual
paper is not an licensed, unlicensed or exempted
financial or payment service of any kind and in any
jurisdiction. Any terminology used in this Whitepaper,
on the Website or within the app is intended only as a
basic reference, without any effective or legal
meaning of the same terms in a regulated and/or
financial environment. BRUNO INU is a fully and
completely decentralized and community driven
project and does not have owners, shareholders,
promoters, marketers, managers, directors or other
figures or entities exerting any form of governance;
the BRUNO INU smart contracts are open-source,
security audited, permanent and non-modifiable in
any way. The BRUNO token is a strictly utility token in
any jurisdiction and is not and can not be considered
as a security or otherwise a regulated token of any
kind, is not in any way e-money and/or a fiat or asset
backed stablecoin, whether global or limited in scope.
This Whitepaper taken by itself is not a contract or a
contractual agreement of any kind, is not an invitation,
solicitation or offer to invest in BRUNO INU or acquire
or use its BRUNO tokens in any way and with any
expectation of profit in any form. Any user of BRUNO
INU declares to have received appropriate technical,
administrative, regulatory and legal advice before and
after accessing and/or reading this Whitepaper, the
website and using any portion or element of BRUNO
INU (including any BRUNO token therein) and accepts
that there is an inherent high risk in accessing,
acquiring or using any kind of blockchain and/or
crypto system, token, platform, software, interface
including BRUNO INU and further acknowledges with
full disclaimer for any community member directly or
indirectly involved with BRUNO INU, that there can be
any kind of damage suffered, including total loss
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01
Abstract
Little Meme. Big Ambition. Welcome to BRUNO...
BRUNO INU was created in January
2022 with the goal of being a
dentralized
meme project with true purpose.

The BRUNO INU project includes...

$BRUNO TOKEN

BRUNO’s mission is to bring utility and
popular cryptocurrency concepts to
the mainstream. Unlike older,
comparable projects, BRUNO
introduces holders to next-gen
concepts such as Hyper Advanced
Swap, Redistribution Tracker,
RugChecker, decentralized exchanges,
and many other high-end tech
products. BRUNO’s products will be
tied together to become one big,
intricate, and fun ecosystem, where
every other product complements each
other. The only thing you need to get
access for the full potential? The
BRUNO INU native token.
As an early community member, you
will have the opportunity to join a
global movement, whose sole purpose
is to build a top MemeFi project.
Together, we will bring utility and
unification across the entire meme
universe.
How will BRUNO INU take over the
meme coin universe? Very simple. We
will combaine the best products and
missing solutions at the market, a
steady community and actual utility.
Our Roadmap can be viewed on Trello
progressively in live.

An ERC20 meme token that fosters and promotes
Healthy and widespread usage and decentralization of
the project through a specific reward function linked to
user’s transactions involving decentralized wallets.

BRUNO HYPER ADVANCED SWAP

Decentralized exchange that features hyper advanced
custom functionality that are never-seen before and allows
holders to trade among themselves and without any
centralized point of failure any ERC20 token for another.

REDISTRIBUTION TRACKER

Wallet tracker where users can track their
Redistribution and rewards out of various tokens usage,
current token valuations, wallet balance, and more.

GOVERNANCE

The BRUNO INU token enables community ownership
and active stewardship of the Ecosystem by creating
proposals.

TOKEN ANALYTICS

Analyze different tokens and make data-backed
decisions on your daily investments.

HYPER ADVANCED RUG CHECKER

The automated audit relies on different sources of data
about the given token and gives top-tier information on
what’s currently available.

MARKETPLACE

Trade various BRUNO INU related products/NFTs to
fund certain marketing funds proposed by the living
community.

COMPARISON

Compare two tokens between their market cap
differences, token fees, risks, volatility comparison, and
other security factors.
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02
Values
TRANSPARENCY & COMMUNITY
BRUNO INU is ownerless, fully decentralized and
Supported by its community of enthusiasts. Free,
open and frank communication is encourage
Within the community supporters so that everyone
willing can be informed and even participate in
every step of BRUNO INU’s growth! Multiple,
Independent, free group efforts in development,
community self-management and more are
Strongly encouraged.

TRUST
In the cryptocurrency market, Trust is paramount. That
means full transparency not only in the community support
and development, but also in any security effort. Examples
include top-grade audits of BRUNO INU’s code, and
liquidity tokens being locked for a long-term to strongly
reduce any risk of malicious behavior.

LONGEVITY
BRUNO INU is in it for the long haul. The decentralized
community is fostering long-term development of the
ecosystem which will result in real use cases, greater
rewards and a popularity beyond any temporary trends.
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03
$BRUNO Token
BRUNO INU is an ERC20 token which started on the Ethereum blockchain January 19, 2022.
The max supply is 1 trillion and one of its key functionalities is its decentralized usage rewards and funding
mechanism. For every active user transaction a 1% $BRUNO reward is granted to holders’ decentralized wallets
only, fostering a healthy distributed network and community usage and sends 8% in Ethereum to the development
wallet. The more $BRUNO is actively used, the more rewards are granted.
The BRUNO INU Token Smart Contract successfully passed a top-grade security audit to further the community’s
confidence, in full transparency.
BRUNO INU is a fully decentralized and community driven project – BRUNO liquidity pools and listings are
constantly added by many completely independent enthusiasts and supporters in a number of different
exchanges, among which:

EXCHANGES
UniSwap
Shiba Swap
Sushi Swap
Bruno Swap

9% Slippage
9% Slippage
9% Slippage
9% Slippage
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04
Ecosystem
BRUNO HYPER ADVANCED SWAP

REDISTRIBUTION TRACKER

BRUNO HYPER ADVANCED SWAP is a
decentralized exchange (DEX) where users can
swap any ERC20 token for another one.

REDISTRIBUTION TRACKER is an application
with which users can track their favourite
token stats over time.

It is powered by Uniswap, 1inch, and other various
APIs to offer the most advanced Swap on DeFi
existing and acts as the foundation on which
BRUNO INU will develop further functionality and
use-cases for any BRUNO INU holder.

Stats include redistribution, rewards,
profitability,
volume, current USD value, total balance, and
more.

GOVERNANCE

TOKEN ANALYTICS

The BRUNO INU token enables community
ownership and active stewardship of the
Ecosystem by creating proposals.

TOKEN ANALYTICS enables you to analyze
different tokens and make data-backed
decisions on your daily investments. You

It is powered by Uniswap’s governance application,
the largest and safest DEX in the world.

It is powered by Uniswap’s v2.info application
and will have additional features such as
distribution of holders. It will put holders into
different tiers: Kraken, Whale, Shark,
Pufferfish, and Shrimp.

HYPER ADVANCED RUG CHECKER
The automated audit relies on different sources of
data about the given token and gives top-tier
information on what’s currently available.

It is going to include the most advanced
wallet check-up feature on the Ethereum
platform that’s powered by different APIs
found in the blockchain industry

It is powered by TokenSniffer, CertiK, and many
other audit providers with public APIs.

MARKETPLACE

COMPARISON
Compare two tokens between their market cap
differences, token fees, risks, volatility comparison,
and other security factors.

Trade various BRUNO INU related products/NFTs
to fund certain marketing funds proposed by the
living community.
It is powered mainly by OpenSea API.

It is powered by Etherscan, Dextools, CoinGecko,
CoinMarketCap, and many APIs.
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BRUNO INU
CONTACTS
@BrunoInuETH
@BrunoInuETH
brunoinu.com

brunoinu.medium.com
reddit.com/r/BrunoInu/
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